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The way of Great Learning lies in the enlightenment of brilliant virtues, the 
remolding of people, and the pursuit of ultimate goodness.—The Four Books《The 
Great Learning》 
The Four sentences at the beginning of The Four Books《The Great Learning》
explain: a person’s own moral culture is very important to become a useful person. In 
recent years, the campus construction has obtained the unprecedented development. 
However, it is also created many problems. It is characterized by the large scale and 
urgent construction period, and it result in some problems, such as the vanished 
campus characteristic, the break campus culture, disregard students and false 
communication. We had to reflect some other questions: What kind of the campus 
places and spaces do we need? How to rebuild humanistic spirit in campus places and 
spaces? If the spirit of the place and the humanistic atmosphere in Chinese traditional 
academy can be integrated into the modern university campus spaces? 
This paper analysis the status of the construction of public spaces in the modern 
university campus and obtained the problem that lack of the place spirit and 
humanistic atmosphere; then it analysis the construction principle, transmission mode 
and experience approach of traditional place spirit and humanistic atmosphere; and 
then discuss the traditional academy’s location and environment, functional layout 
and spatial organization, construction groups and combination of mood and style of 
the place spirit and humanistic atmosphere. 
Finally, this paper discussed the general characteristics between traditional 
academy and modern university campus public spaces combined with domestic 
universities examples, put forward the design strategy and method of modern 
university campus public spaces with traditional academy pattern in a single courtyard 
space, migration space, guidance space, occupied space, complex space and 
geographical features, and then rebuild place spirits and humanistic spirit in modern 
university campus public places. 
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